You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for RANE RA 27. You'll find the
answers to all your questions on the RANE RA 27 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size, accessories,
etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
To avoid some of the lurking sharks read these few tips as a reminder of what it is you already know: FLAT IS NOT BEAUTIFUL. Equalizers have two basic
purposes: correction and enhancement. The Rane analyzer allows you to accurately correct system response to each location. A task very difficult to do by
ear. Once this is quickly done, then you adjust for further sound quality enhancement by ear; only rarely will a system be left in a "flat" condition. USE
MORE THAN ONE TEST MICROPHONE LOCATION. Speaker dispersion characteristics vary greatly, from beamy highs to boomy bass traps. While
performing the pink noise test, try at least two different test mic locations and average the two if they differ. USE ENOUGH PINK NOISE VOLUME TO
OVERRIDE BACKGROUND NOISE. There's no need to run deafening pink noise levels to EQ a system.
Just be sure that no green/red LED responds when pink noise is turned off (if they do, background noise is causing erroneous readings and pink noise should
be turned up higher). USE ±3 dB DISPLAY SETTING FOR LOW FREQUENCY ADJUSTMENTS. The crest factor (peak response) of true pink noise causes
considerable LED flutter in the ±l dB mode, making it difficult to adjust quickly. We recommend that the ±3 dB setting be used on frequencies below 500 Hz
or so; use the ±l dB on the more sensitive mids and highs. MONITORING PROGRAM WITH ANALYZER DISPLAY.
@@@@You can then apply EQ exactly where it's needed very quickly. @@@@LEVEL control: Use this knob to adjust the microphone level (or line level
when the microphone is unplugged) to properly drive the display. This control is accurately calibrated in dB-SPL; any display band whose LED is green has
the sound pressure level indicated by this knob (only with the mic plugged in). WINDOW switch: In the ±3 dB position, the green LED in each band lights
when signals of that frequency are within 3 dB above or below the Normal or House curve, whichever is selected. In the ±l dB mode, system response must be
within l dB above or below the selected curve to light the green LEDs.
PINK NOISE switch: Engage to activate the built-in pink noise generator. Be sure your system is turned down before engaging this switch to prevent scaring
yourself. MICROPHONE INPUT jack: PLUG ONLY THE RANE MICROPHONE INTO THIS JACK THE DC VOLTAGE SUPPLIED BY THIS JACK
COULD BE DAMAGING TO ANY OTHER MICROPHONE. When the mic is plugged in, the display responds to whatever the mic picks up; when the mic is
unplugged, the MIC INPUT jack automatically switches the display to monitor the LINE INPUT jack signal on the rear. Manual-2 REAR PANEL
DESCRIPTION LINE INPUT jack: This is an unbalanced ¼" Input to the analyzer. The range of acceptable signal levels is 15 mV-3.0 V AUX MIC INPUT
jack: A female XLR type connector for inserting signals from a low impedance microphone into the RA 27. Use this jack when you wish to use a microphone
other than the one supplied. PINK NOISE LEVEL adjust: Use a 1/8" screwdriver to adjust the output from the Pink Noise generator from 0 to 1.2 volts (+4
dBu) to match the input level requirements of the mixer or other equipment.
PINK NOISE OUTPUT jack: This is an unbalanced ¼" jack which supplies Pink Noise to the sound system. RA 27 CONNECTION SYSTEM HOOK-UP
Connect the RA 27 into your system as shown below. Plug the Rane condenser microphone into the front panel MIC INPUT. CAUTION: Do not plug any
other microphone into the front panel jack: This jack contains DC voltage which may be damaging to other microphones. For special applications you can
use another microphone by patching into a send/receive loop on a mixer as described in Rane Note 104 (available on from our website or by mail request).
Manual-3 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS Since the RA 27 features a unique form of realtime analyzer, we highly recommend that you read this section before
performing an alignment with pink noise. @@You'll be delighted at how simple it really is.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@to get as many green LEDs lit as possible on the display. @@@@If yellow
is lit, move the slider up to obtain green. @@Then re-adjust the remaining sliders.
You will also notice that adjusting one slider may affect the LED readings on the adjacent bands: this is due to the presence of frequencies half-way between
the two bands, which will be affected by both sliders. Not to worry: simply nudge the adjacent slider until the green LED lights up again. FINAL EQUALIZER
ADJUSTMENTS Once the RA27 is all "greened out", you're done with the pink noise alignment test. Now the speakers are properly coupled to the specific
room and the overall system response is accurately aligned. This alone will make a great improvement in most systems, but don't stop at flat necessarily.
Now that the RA 27 has given you a consistent starting point, feel free to make further slider adjustments during the performance or sound check to enhance
overall sound quality. Fatten the bass, smoothen the mids or sweeten the highs to taste. You will probably find that these adjustments will be consistently set
above or below the Pink Noise test settings the same amount at each performance; make a note of these further adjustments to save future tweaking during
performances. For example, you note the pink noise settings and find later that you like to have 3 dB more boost at 63 Hz for more low-end punch during the
performance. Next time, green out the analyzer during the pink noise test (get all LEDs green before making any further adjustment), then immediately bump
up the 63 Hz slider 3 dB as indicated by the front panel calibrations so that you're tuned up before the show starts (slick, no?).
Manual-4 MONITORING PROGRAM MATERIAL FOR FEEDBACK USING THE DISPLAY Once the pink noise test is completed, switch off the PINK
NOISE on the RA 27 and unplug the Rane test mic from the front panel jack. When the mic is unplugged, the display is automatically switched to monitor the
signal at the RA 27 LINE INPUT jack on the rear. Adjust the LEVEL control so that an occasional green LED blinks on during the performance peaks, but no
red LEDs come on: you should be in the ±3 dB mode on the display. If feedback occurs, one or more red lights show the general feedback frequency area.
Usually several red LEDs will be lit by the time you quickly cut back volume to kill the feedback and glance at the display. @@@@@@@@TESTING The
RA 27 really contains its own test equipment. By patching the PINK NOISE OUPUT to the LINE INPUT with a mono ¼" patch cord (and no mike plugged in)
the entire analyzer/pink noise system can be checked and verified. Turn up the LEVEL control until the display LEDs respond. With all sliders centered, the
display should show all green in the ±3 dB position with proper level settings. Switching to ±1 dB should show mostly green with some LED flutter in the
lower frequency bands below l kHz (due to inherent crest factor of pink noise showing through the 2 dB window).
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STAGE MONITOR EQUALIZATION IMPORTANT NOTES: 1. Analyzing and equalizing the monitors provides the most expedient method to optimize stage
monitor sound quality and reduce feedback problems. The stage mic is connected to the same mixer as the RA 27. Feedback induced by specific stage
mic/monitor speaker coupling can also be attenuated by leaving the stage mic turned up and running up the pink noise level through the monitor speaker until
feedback occurs. Attenuate each feedback frequency, as indicated by the analyzer display, until the mic/monitor combination feeds back at two or more
frequencies simulta.
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